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A water dispensing system for rodents has been developed for use in chronic research studies involving hypobaric chambers. The system removes an existing problem that has restricted long-term animal exposures due to limitations inherent in the typical water supply bottles. It consists of an external reservoir, connected to water feeding valves located inside the altitude simulation facility.
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INTRODUCTION

Hypobaric chambers are facilities that simulate the earth's atmospheric conditions through the reduction of barometric pressure using vacuum pumps (1-5). Any desired pressure can be produced and controlled precisely and conveniently with the exclusion of all complicating influences. Many hypobaric chambers exist that provide realistic simulations of barometric pressure, temperature, and relative humidity. Such facilities have been employed to great advantages in the field of medical research for the study of adaptive life processes of humans and animals (6), in industry for environmentally stressing materials and hardware, and for flight crew and space mission training (7).

This report describes a water dispensing system for rodents that will permit chronic research studies involving hypobaric chambers.

One of the important factors in limiting long-term hypobaric research studies with rodents is the difficulties inherent in the typical water supply bottles. The typical watering system for small animals utilizes a dispensing bottle that cannot be inverted without spillage of some water. Additional water loss occurs when the air expands inside the bottle as water warms to chamber temperatures or from temperature variations in the chamber itself. The reason is due to the bottle design where static pressure results in a surface tension at the nozzle holding the water inside. This external pressure is in delicate balance with the negative pressure of the air space at the top of the fluid. A small disturbance can disrupt this surface tension equilibrium resulting in water loss. This happens when the bottle is jarred, the animal breaks the surface tension when drinking, and/or the ambient barometric pressure changes to
a sufficient degree. The latter condition is magnified when water bottles are used for animal research studies conducted in the low pressure atmospheric conditions of high terrestrial elevations.

During decompression in hypobaric chambers, large amounts of water are lost when the air pocket at the top of the bottle expands (increased volume) inversely to the decreasing atmospheric pressure. Water loss also occurs due to minor oscillations in pressure control and could account for significant amounts when coupled with other disturbances such as animal feeding and nocturnal activities.

Exposed water on the chamber floor induces secondary health and environmental concerns and adds to the difficulties of conducting chronic altitude research studies. Daily returns to sea level in order to replenish drinking water and to clean the chamber became the only available solution, but added a complicating variable to the on-going research project.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In view of the water bottle limitations as described above, the automatic water-drinking system represents a significant technological breakthrough. The water-dispensing system denotes the following achievements: water may be replenished on-line for indefinite operations, water is available to the rodent ad libitum independent of the pressure differential without leakage, the system is insensitive to water pressure and malfunctions due to mineral deposits, and the amount of water consumed can be measured while medications, drugs, and vitamins may be administered. Two lines connect the water reservoir to the hypobaric chamber. A water feedline from the storage reservoir and a reference line that equalizes the air pocket above the water. When the reservoir and chamber pressures are equal, the water supply to the animals is gravity induced.
The water supply reservoir may be a Travenol Intravenous Bottle (I.V.) or similar item suitable to withstand the pressure differential between the referenced chamber pressure and the ambient. The water supply is located externally to the hypobaric chamber so replacement units may be installed without interrupting an on-going study (Fig. 1). Toggle shut-off supply and vent (equalizing) valves isolate the bottle from the chamber facility during replacement. With an I.V. bottle, it is possible to estimate animal water consumption because it is graduated from 0-1000 ml, in increments of 50 ml. Water is gravity-fed at all times because a vent line provides equalization between the air space above the liquid and the chamber pressure. Poly-flo tubing (Imperial Eastman, Type 44P) is used because it is impervious to embrittlement or swelling, has excellent resistance to flexural fatigue, and can withstand a 200 psi burst pressure.

Bulkhead liquid/air tight connectors (Lapp, Model SL-7) provide uninterrupted feed-through for the poly-flo tubing (Fig. 2). A neoprene compression gland fits tightly around the tubing and effects a seal when the domed nut is threaded over the top of the tapered (collet) sleeve. The collet design accommodates various size tubing (.90 in - .265 in outside diameter).

An automatic pivoting stem drinking valve (Edstrom, Model PV1035T) dispenses fluid to the rodent on demand (Fig. 3). When the animal drinks, the stem pivots on one side allowing the flow of water. As soon as the stem is released, the diaphragm closes the valve, stopping the flow of water. The entire system is insensitive to pressure changes since the valve operates with a pressure differential as high as 60 psi or equally well as a gravity line. A Swagelock (Series QC) quick-connect fitting is used to connect the drinking valve to the animal cage inside the chamber. A automatic double-end shut-off
minimizes pressure loss and fluid spillage during the disconnect/connect operation. When disconnected, the stem assembly containing the water feeding valve remains with the cage while the body assembly attached to the hose separates with the cage to facilitate animal removal or cleaning.

DISCUSSION

The water dispensing system for rodents provides the potential for a no-loss infinite supply of water, permitting uninterrupted chronic research studies in hypobaric chambers. Other undesirable health and environmental problems caused by uncontrolled water losses have been eliminated. Uninterrupted long-term rodent research studies, cleaner cages and chamber interior, water consumption measurements, and the availability for the controlled administration of medications, drugs, and vitamins are the significant technological achievements of the water dispensing system.

The views, opinions, and/or findings contained in this report are those of the authors and should not be construed as an official Department of the Army position, policy, or decision, unless so designated by other official documentation. In conducting the research described in this report, the investigators adhered to the "Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals" as prepared by the Committee on Care and Use of Laboratory Animals of the Institute of Laboratory Animal Resources, National Research Council.
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Figure 1. Composite view of the water dispensing system with magnified view of the disconnect fitting containing the water feed valve

Figure 2. Exploded view of the air-tight bulkhead connector used as a feed-through for the water supply tubing.

Figure 3. Exploded and cross sectional views of the pivoting stem drinking valve.
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